
To understand the function of sugar in 
cakes. 

To understand the function of 
ingredients in cakes. 

To be able to describe the differences 
between methods of cake making.



 List as many cakes as you can!

Victoria Sponge etc



Cake making 
methods

Whisking
Lightest of all 
the cakes  and 
the texture 
completely 
relies on the 
trapping of the 
air by the egg. 
Swiss roles, 
trifle, flan bases

Creaming
Traditionally the 
method used to 
make Victoria 
Sponge.  Cream 
the fat and sugar 
together first.

Melting . Used to 
make Ginger 
bread, brownies, 
You melt the 
sugar and fats to 
a liquid to make a 
syrup and add to 
the dry 
ingredients

Rubbing in 
Method 
Create a  
crumble effect 
cake.  
Shortcake, 
Rock Buns



 In groups of 4 

 Cook the 4 different recipes for cake making

 One person in each group uses one recipe

 The cakes will be made into fairy cakes

 Pre heat oven to Gas 5, 140C electric



 Mixing Bowl Palette Knife

 Wooden Spoon (Hand whisk)

 Saucepan

 Weighing Scales

 Cake baking tray

 Cake cases

 Cooling rack



Create the lightness

They trap the air in the mixture

They are the emulsifying agent in the mixture



Fats have four important properties:

 they trap air when beaten with sugar

 they add colour and flavour to foods

 they retain moisture in a baked mixture such as 
a cake

 they help pastry stay short (ie, crumbly in 
texture)



 Taste test the cakes and record your findings 
using the questions on the next slide.

 Key Words

Moist Dry

Crumbly Sticky

Soft Hard

Sweet Light

Spongy Fluffy



 Which cake has the best / worst texture and why?

 Which cake is the softest  and why?

 Which cake is the healthiest and why?

 Which cake would have the longest shelf life and 
why?

 Which cake has the best flavour and why?

 What other sugar substitutes could you use in the 
cake recipes?



 Plenary

 List 3 things you have learnt this lesson

 List 3 things one of your group members has 
learnt this lesson

 Write down what you have achieved this 
lesson


